Radio Controlled Car Association of Ireland
1/10th Electric Off Road National Championship 2015
Round 4, Navan Nitro Nuts, 29th August
Round 4 of the RCCAOI Electric Off Road Nationals saw us going outdoors to the Navan Nitro Nuts track.
This was going to be interesting as the club has just layed a new Astro Turf surface, of a type that hasn’t
been used before. Also, no 1/10th practice has happened on it, so there was no home advantage to any
racer.

NNN Track, all nice and green with new Astro

Qualifying:
It was a tough choice for tyres for all drivers in qualifying, as the track was wet, but not too slippy except in
one section. As the day wore on and the track dried out some drivers moved from Ballistic Buggy tyres to
Schumacher to see if they could get the extra speed they needed.
2 Wheel Drive Modified: Denzell McBurney had already taken the top spot overall, but that wasn’t going to
stop him doing his best to win the day. He put in 3 great qualifying rounds, a full lap ahead of everyone else
on his best two runs giving him pole on the grid. Michael Bolger and Derek McCloskey fought hard for the
second grid position, with just 0.08 seconds between them in the first round and just over a second in the
third. Overall it was very close racing with the top 11 drivers finishing on the same lap withinn 15 seconds
in the third round.
2 Wheel Drive Clubman: Galway Man, Tony Dorney was to dominate qualifying, with two top finishes.
However Graham Parkes was never too far away taking second on the grid. Though there was a great
battle between Dave Bolger, Conor Reilly and Enda O`Donnell for third, with the three of them finishing
within 8 seconds in the last round, in the end Dave took the third grid position.
4 Wheel Drive Modified: It was still all to play for in 4WD Mod this weekend, with the top three spots still
there for the taking. Derek McCloskey took TQ, but the rest of the field didn’t make it easy for him, with
Dylan McBurney just half a second behind him in round 3, and William White not far behind him.
4 Wheel Drive Clubman: With just 2 4WD clubman drivers out this year it didn’t mean there was no
competition, as both drivers had the win firmly in their sights. Tony Dorney, however, kept his head and
took TQ driving some very consistant races.

Tony Dorney gets some air time.

Finals:
With a break for lunch after qualifying, the track had dried out nicely seeing most drivers move to
Schumacher Yellows, however just as junch came to a close saw a nice shower dampen the track once
more. Drivers changed back to BB tyres, but some took the chance on Schueys. It was going to be a very
interesting final.

4 Wheel Drive Modified: With all to play for all drivers put their head down for the finals, however William
White drove two consitent legs taking two wins and 100 points for the day. But going into the last final it
was open for 2nd and 3rd with 3 drivers having the chance to join William on the podium. In the end Derek
McCloskey and Michael Bolger finished on equal points with the tie breaker going Dereks way for him to
take second. A great drive for Dylan McBurney, but it wasn’t enough to get himself on the podium.

4WD Modified Winners:
1st William White (Center), 2nd Derek McCloskey (right), 3rd Michael Bolger (left)
2 Wheel Drive Clubman: Schumacher driver, Kevin White already had the overall series win, but he wasn’t
in attendence for this round, meaning that any of the next 4 drivers could join him on the series podium.
Fellow Schuamcher driver Tony Dorney obviously wanted to join his team mate, dominating the finals with
a win in all legs. Though Graham Parkes gave him a run for his money coming in with 3 second positions.
Going into the last final, 3rd was still up for grabs between Conor Reilly and Dave Bolger, however Conor
had some mechanical problems giving Dave the chance to get the extra point he needed.

2WD Clubman Winners
1st Tony Dorney (left), 2nd Graham Parkes (not pictured), 3rd Dave Bolger (right)
4 Wheel Drive Clubman: Graham Parkes Durango was to give him mechanical trouble for the three legs. He
didn’t even get to start two of the legs due to breaking his car in practice. Who said these Durangos were
tough? Tony Dorney had a walk over giving him the over all win for the day and the series.

2 Wheel Drive Modified: With Denzell McBurney on pole, and already winning the series, the last two
podium positions were open to Dylan McBurney, William White and Michael Bolger. It could go any way,
and if one of those drivers took the win that extra point could go a long way to putting them on the
podium. However in the end, William dominated the finals with 3 good wins which would put him on the
series podium. With Denzell having his lowest finish of the series in third, leaving the door open for Dylan
to take second.
Some honorable mentions must go to Keith Dempsey, making his return to off road and finishing 6th overall
on the day. Also John Dungan, who was just outside the A final, drove 3 good legs with times better than a
lot of the drivers in the A final. Just shows how important it is to do well in Qualifying!

2WD Modified Winners
1st William White (center), 2nd Dylan McBurney(left), 3rd Denzell McBurney (right)

Well done to all the winners!

William White tries to catch Denzell McBurney

Overall Series Results:
So that’s it for the 2015 RCCAOI 1/10th Off Road Nationals. There has been some very close and fast racing
throughout the season and 4 great rounds put on by some of the Irish clubs.
Again, there has been a good turn out with great support from the 1/10th drivers which shows us that the
class is on the up and can only get better. With 38 cars across the classes there was a lot of competition
and some good fun.
All drivers who made the series podium well deserved it, with great consistant driving and cool heads.
Below are the overall points and positions for the Series, well done to all who made the podium.
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A final word:
We would like to pass on a huge thanks on behalf of the RCCAOI to all the clubs who participated and all
the individuals who made the rounds happen. All the guys at BADMCC, DMCC and NNN, we really really
appreciate all the work and effort you put in to allow the national series go ahead and run smoothly….
WELL DONE!!!
And to all the drivers who participated and supported the series, THANK YOU!

See you next year!

Lee McGuire and Graham Parkes

